
Conte Thermo Comfort -  thin thermal underwear which perfectly draws off the moisture while 
physical activity and also helps to save the heat in the cold season. Breathable elastic fabric gives 
the freedom of movement and keeps your skin soft because of the fast drawing of the moisture out 
of the body. In the fabric there is ACRILIC- a new high-tech wool replacer which helps to keep a 
comfortable temperature of the body  in cold weather.

Conte Thermo Comfort underwear – comfort and functionality in all the situations.

Using of SabaSoft and SabaFlex 
threads which are developed 
specially for elastic seams which 
should be soft and shouldn't 
irritate the skin.

NEW



Sweatshirt for women LFT 592

Women sweatshirt from knitted fabric with long sleeves. Two vertical relief seams at the 
back the same as in the front. V-neck is processed with elastic webbing. Relief seams of 
front and back are made with the flat seam. The bottom of the sleeves is sewed with a 
double stitch.

black

anthracite melange

burgund

ecru

Sweatshirt for women LFT 593
Women sweatshirt from knitted fabric with long sleeves. Round neck  is processed with 
elastic webbing. The bottom of the sleeves is sewed with a double stitch.

black

anthracite melange

burgund

ecru

Leggins for women  LLGT 591
Leggins for women from knitted fabric without side seams  processed with elastic 
webbing at the top.

black

anthracite melange

61% PAN, 31% cotton, 8% elastan

Size:
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Leggins for women  MFT 588
Men's sweatshirt from knitted fabric with long sleeves consisting of upper 
and bottom parts.
Round neck, flat seam. The bottom of the sleeves is sewed with with a 
double stitch.

black

anthracite melange

Pants for men  MFT 583
Men's pants from knitted fabric with wide cuffs at the bottom.  Pants are 
sewed with flat seam.  Elastic inkle at the waist.

61% PAN, 31% cotton, 8% elastan

Size:

Ñomposition:

61% PAN, 31% cotton, 8% elastan

Size:
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